Picture Books

Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See?
  J PICTURE MARTIN

Caribbean Dream
  J PICTURE ISADORA

Dogs Day
  J PICTURE CABRERA

I Went Walking
  J PICTURE WILLIAMS

It Looked Like Spilt Milk
  J PICTURE SHAW

Pancakes for Breakfast
  J PICTURE DEPAOLA

Panda Bear, Panda Bear, What Do You See?
  J PICTURE MARTIN

A Rainbow of My Own
  J PICTURE FREEMAN

Silly Sally
  J PICTURE WOOD

Spots, Feathers, and Curly Tails
  J PICTURE TAFURI

What’s for Lunch?
  J PICTURE GARRETT

Primers

Being Me
  J PRIMER BROSKI [ROOKIE]

Boots for Toots
  J PRIMER MACDONALD [PACIFIC LEARNING]

Fun With Mo and Toots
  J PRIMER MACDONALD [PACIFIC LEARNING]

Germs
  J PRIMER OETTING [ROOKIE]

Going to the Beach
  J PRIMER KITTINGER [ROOKIE]

Easy

Bathtime for Biscuit
  J EASY CAPUCILLI

Big Pig and Little Pig
  J EASY MCPHAIL

Boats
  J EASY COREY

Get That Pest
  J EASY DOUGLAS

Magic Matt and the Dinosaur
  J EASY MACCARONE

Sam and Jack: Three Stories
  J EASY MORAN

Scat, Cats!
  J EASY HOLON

See Pip Point
  J EASY MILGRIM

When Andy Met Sandy
  J EASY DEPAOLA
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